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Map 1.1. Moscow. CAD*. Supply of new elite residential real estate. Volumes and pattern

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In February 2010 199,7 thous. sq. m. of residential space or 1,185 apartments were available in the elite
primary market. Active sales were underway in 37 residential complexes.
Most supply was concentrated in Khamovniki (47%), Tverskoy (15,8%), Presnensky (10,1%) districts. 146,5
thous. sq. m. of residential space in new elite homes were available in these sub-districts of Moscow.
In February 2010 apartments in six club houses, sixteen small apartment houses and fifteen big complexes
were offered for sale in the elite primary market. 49% of these new buildings have been approved by the State
Commission, 35% are under active construction and only 16% are at an initial construction stage.
Apartments measuring 100-150 sq. m. priced at $1-2 million saw the highest demand (43-45% of the
incoming requests).
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Map 1.2. Moscow. CAD. Supply of new elite residential real estate. Prices
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In February 2010 the average prices in the elite residential market didn’t undergo any serious changes. The
price of 1 sq. m. of new elite residential space amounted to $17,200 per sq. m., 0,3% above the previous
month’s level.
The priciest apartments could be found in Ostozhenka-Prechistenka ($24,000 per sq. m.), Arbat ($18,500 per
sq. m.) and Yakimanka ($18,250 per sq. m.).
Therefore, we don’t see any significant price reduction or price growth. We believe these trends will remain in
force in a short-term perspective, the monthly increase is unlikely to exceed 1-1,5%.
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Map 2.1. Moscow. CAD. Supply volume and pattern

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The office real estate market of Moscow remains stable: the main trends which appeared in the market in Q4
2009 are still valid in the first month of 2010: demand for lease of office space is gradually growing, many
companies opt for purchasing office buildings for their own needs instead of signing long-term lease agreements.
The following transactions on purchase of office assets were concluded in February:
•

Lukoil Company purchased the Ulansky BC (its landlord is London&Regional Properties, area 7,200
sq. m.). Avon Company, the anchor tenant, has signed a 5-year lease agreement for 4,861 sq. m.
and is moving into the office part of the Fusion Park Complex in Usacheva Street;

•

Sogaz Insurance Group acquired the Volna BC in Akademika Sakharova Street (its landlord is
Eurasia IPG, area – 19,200 sq. m.);

•

Companies affiliated to Progress Capital Company (former shareholders of Lebedyansky factory)
acquired a class A business center in Sadovnicheskaya Street (its landlord is Bolshoy Gorod
Company, leasable area 8,000 sq. m.).
Besides, several lease transactions were signed (see the spreadsheet below).
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Map 2.2. Moscow. Rental rates*. Commissioned objects. Announced projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

Still, the market has to digest the negative impact of the financial crisis. First of all, the lease term is reduced
(on average, up to 3-5 years) and commissioning of several major office centers is postponed. Thus, the
implementation of the Moscow City IBC project (a multifunctional complex on a land plot measuring 228,000 sq.
m.) is rescheduled, from 2011 to late 2015. Still, February also brought some good news from the developers:
AFI Development recommenced construction of several buildings which had been frozen under the impact of the
crisis. Two of these properties are located in Moscow: the third stage of the residential complex in Ozerkovskaya
Embankment and the business park in Paveletskaya Embankment.
Some lease transaction, February 2010:
BC, class

Address

Tenant

Leased area, sq.
m.

Lease term

Alekseev House, class A

28 Ostozhenka Street

Energostream LLC

1 539

3 years

Corpus Knopa, 2 stage, B+

9, build. 15 Varshavskoe Highway

Paolo Conte

1 504

5 years

Diagonal House, A

Butyrskaya Street

Seeverstal OJSC

1 709

n/a

Etmia, А

33 Schepkina Street

Hannes Snellman

508

5 years

nd

*

* - exclude VAT and operational expenses
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Map 3.1. Main events on Russian retail real estate market

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

Several retail operators expressed their willingness to take up the space previously leased by Carrefour, the
world’s second largest retailer. According to preliminary information, an Auchan hypermarket and an OBI DIYhypermarket will take its place in the Filion shopping center in Moscow and an O’KEY hypermarket – in
Krasnodar, which became the main news in the retail market in February 2010. Besides, the retailer terminated
lease agreements in the River Mall project in Moscow and the Europe project in Lipetsk. In 2009 Carrefour
decided to abandon the Russian market but contemplated maintaining its presence in the market by selling
franchises. Still, since the company managed to open only two hypermarkets and this brand is not well-known in
this country, its business generated little interest among local and international market players.
Russian retailers still suffer the consequences of the financial crisis. Cell phone retailer Betalink closed its
stores early this year and filed for bankruptcy in February as demand for mobile phones declined. So we see that
in a tough competitive market, small market players end up being ousted by bigger players in a more stable cash
position.
As far as the purchase and sale segment is concerned, AMK-Farma Company which operates retail space in
Siberian, Ural and Central Federal Districts buys assets formerly owned by Siberian retailer Alpi which were
given away to Sberbank for unredeemed debts. The gross area of the assets is approx 340,000 sq. m.
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RETAIL MARKET

Map 3.2. Moscow. Rental rates for retail premises with breakdown by administrative districts of Moscow

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The trends formed in late 2009 were still in force in the street retail segment in February: rental rates
stabilized and began growing in most streets. The rental rates in the most popular and up-market streets reach a
high level since landlords feel the segment has good growth prospects and retailers renew interest in the
upscale areas of the city.
If these positive trends prevail the street retail segment stands a good chance of growing 15-25% (depending
upon how popular the retail corridor is among retailers) by the end of this year provided there’s no economic
crush. This growth is likely to be gradual. Besides, we expect the vacancy rate to decline: it will reach zero in the
most sough-after streets and will drop to 5-7% in less popular streets.
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Map 4.1. Moscow. Supply volume and pattern

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The main event of February was the opening of the Aquamarine Hotel in Ozerkovskaya Embankment. The
159-room, high-cost hotel was constructed by AFI Development and forms part of a multifunctional complex. It is
operated by AFI-Hotels.
As far as regional cities are concerned, the 168-room Novotel Yekaterinburg Centre was launched in
Ekaterinburg. The property falls into the midscale category but it is positioned in the four-star business segment
in the Russian market. It was developed by KESKO Company, the investment amount was approx $30 mln. The
developer currently plans to construct a hotel in St Petersburg which will also be operated by Accor Group.
The purchase and sale market was also quite buoyant in February. The first investment deal in the hotel
market in 2010 was the sale of the Sheremetyevo-2 Hotel to Wenaasgruppen investment fund. In the future, the
hotel under the Park Inn brand will be operated by Residor Hotel Group. Besides, the Evroluxe Hotel in
Kirovogradskaya Street was sold to UMAKO Group of Companies and the Siberia Hotel in Barnaul was
purchased by I. Zimin, a Russian businessman who owns several retail properties in the region.
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Map 4.2. Moscow. Announced hotel projects

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

There were no new hotel projects announced in February. However, the commissioning dates of several new
hotels were revised:
•

By 2012, Tantyema Company plans to develop a multifunctional complex including a hotel and suites
in Novy Arbat, in the place formerly occupied by the Mir Hotel which was supposed to be depleted as
early as 2002.

•

By the end of the year, it is planned to launch a four-star, 439-room hotel near the air terminal
complex of the Vnukovo airport.

In the nearest future, the lease rights of the land plot located near recently opened Volokolamskaya metro
station within 68 km of Moscow will be put for sale in an auction. Hotel development will be carried out there.
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Map 5.1. Moscow Region. Cottage villages. Volumes and pattern

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

Several upscale projects came into the countryside market of Moscow Region in February 2010. However,
they still offer land plots without labor contracts despite the fact that they don’t belong to the economy segment.
Among landmark events of February, we should name the 21st-Century Home Contest won by the
Architectural Bureau of A. Nekrasov. It devised a project of an energy-conserving carcass economy class home
which can be transformed depending upon the season (the glazing area may be changed using heat saving
shutters and sun batteries). The best townhouse architectural project was created by MGPM CJSC, the best
multi-apartment home project – by Arch Project-2 LLC. These economy class projects are based on functional
planning solutions with high economic efficiency.
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Map 5.2. Moscow Region. New projects in the countryside market

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

The following settlements were commissioned in the countryside market in February 2010: Blizhnee
Pokrovskoe (12 km, the Kievskoe highway) offering 50 manor houses measuring 300-500 sq. m. on land plots
measuring 18-57 sotkas. The total area of the land plot is 17,4 ha. Sales began in Semya settlement (12 km, the
Ostashkovskoe highway). It offers 50 land plots measuring 9-26 sotkas without labor contracts. Dubovaya Rosha
settlement (30 km, the Kievskoe highway) located on a land plot measuring 4,6 ha offers 18 land plots
measuring from 10 to 27 sotkas without labor contracts.
Besides, Moskovskoe More investment and development holding announced implementation of the
Moskovskoe More-2 dacha complex. The settlement is located within 97km of Moscow along the Leningradskoe
highway. The 7,6 ha land plot is located on the shore of the Ivankovo water reservoir. 43 land plots measuring
from 10 to 21 sotkas without labor contracts are offered for sale.
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Map 5.3. Moscow Region. Cottage villages. Prices

Source: Blackwood research and data from open sources

In February 2010, the average price level in countryside settlements of Moscow Region didn’t undergo any
serious changes; there were some minor price fluctuations in several countryside projects. Most market players
expect demand to recover in spring and plan to change installment terms of homes offered for sale or raise
prices. This attitude is most common to developers whose projects are completed 50% or more.
For instance, new installment terms will be offered to potential buyers of homes in Small Scotland (14km, the
Leningradskoe highway) as the settlement is getting closer to completion.
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